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This article reviews the behavioral literature on the control of goal-directed aiming and presents a

multiple-process model of limb control. The model builds on recent variants of Woodworth’s (1899)

two-component model of speed–accuracy relations in voluntary movement and incorporates ideas about

dynamic online limb control based on prior expectations about the efferent and afferent consequences of

a planned movement. The model considers the relationship between movement speed and accuracy, and

how performers adjust their trial-to-trial aiming behavior to find a safe, but fast, zone for movement

execution. The model also outlines how the energy and safety costs associated with different movement

outcomes contribute to movement planning processes and the control of aiming trajectories. Our

theoretical position highlights the importance of advance knowledge about the sensory information that

will be available for online control and the need to develop a robust internal representation of expected

sensory consequences. We outline how early practice contributes to optimizing strategic planning to

avoid worst-case outcomes associated with inherent neural-motor variability. Our model considers the

role of both motor development and motor learning in refining feed-forward and online control. The

model reconciles procedural and representational accounts of the specificity-of-learning phenomenon.

Finally, we examine the breakdown of perceptual-motor precision in several special populations (i.e.,

Down syndrome, Williams syndrome, autism spectrum disorder, normal aging) within the framework of

a multiple-process approach to goal-directed aiming.
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In 1899 R. S. Woodworth published an important monograph on

the accuracy of voluntary movement. Although the article made a

number of unique contributions to one’s understanding of percep-

tion and motor control, the most lasting impact of the monograph

is associated with Woodworth’s two-component model of limb

control. This model holds that goal-directed reaching and aiming

movements are composed of two distinct phases. Initially, there is

a ballistic, preprogrammed phase (i.e., initial adjustment) that

brings the limb to the vicinity of the target. This distance-covering

portion of the movement is followed by a homing phase (i.e.,

current control). During this second phase, visual and propriocep-

tive feedback is used to reduce any discrepancy between the limb

and the target position. Slower movements were deemed to be

more accurate than rapid movements because they allow more

time for feedback-based error reduction during the homing phase.

Over the next 100 years, Woodworth’s (1899) two-component

model of limb control provided the basis for a number of other

dual-process models of limb control. Most of these models were

developed to explain speed–accuracy relations in goal-directed

aiming (e.g., Fitts, 1954; Fitts & Peterson, 1964). As such, the

two-component model continued to make a significant contribu-

tion to the motor control literature (see Elliott, Helsen, & Chua,

2001). However, whereas it is beyond doubt that both prior plan-

ning and online control have important roles to play in the speed

and precision of goal-directed aiming, over the last decade it has

become increasingly clear that Woodworth’s simple two-

component model, and its descendants, fail to fully capture the

flexibility and sophistication of skilled limb control.

In this article, we review the contribution of Woodworth’s

two-component model of limb control from 1899 until the publi-
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cation of Meyer, Abrams, Kornblum, Wright, and Smith’s (1988)

influential optimized submovement model. Building on Meyer et

al.’s version of the two-component model, we develop a descrip-

tion of limb control that considers not only the time and accuracy

constraints associated with the particular motor task but also the

strategic approach of the performer. This approach depends on a

number of variables including prior knowledge about the specific

sensory information that will be available for online limb control

and the energy requirements of the task. Our model also takes into

consideration the past and immediate practice history of the per-

former and the temporal, energy, and safety costs associated with

different types of errors. In this first portion of the review, we

describe how expectations about planning error and neural-motor

noise that are present prior to movement initiation determine both

the central tendency and variability of the endpoint of the so-called

ballistic phase of an aiming movement. Subsequently, these end-

points define the type and timing of discrete corrections that may

be required to achieve the target position. Accordingly, the first

section of the article addresses the complex independency between

the first and second phase of goal-directed aiming movements.

The second section of this article tackles the issue of whether the

first phase of an aiming movement is really ballistic. On the basis

of recent work in which novel kinematic methods were introduced

to examine the presence and effectiveness of feedback-based pro-

cesses (e.g., Khan et al., 2006), we make the argument that some

aspects of the initial impulse (i.e., Woodworth’s, 1899, initial

adjustment) are subject to online regulation. Following the presen-

tation of evidence for early online limb control, we present a model

of limb control that posits two distinct forms of online regulation.

In keeping with Woodworth (1899), we acknowledge the impor-

tance of a discrete form of control late in the movement trajectory

that takes into consideration the relative positions of the limb and

the target. We refer to this late discrete type of regulation as

limb–target control. In addition, we posit an earlier form of limb

control for which target information is not important (cf. Elliott et

al., 2001). This graded, or continuous, form of control is based on

a comparison of perceived velocity and direction of the limb to an

internal model of sensory expectations. This form of control can

occur very early in the movement, long before the limb approaches

the target position. Although it begins early, it can operate

throughout the whole duration of the primary submovement or

initial impulse. Thus we refer to this corrective process as impulse

control. Because the internal model of the expected sensory con-

sequences of the movement is formed at the time of movement

planning, impulse control is highly dependent on the performer’s

expectations about the availability and salience of different types

of feedback. In providing the foundation for this model, we review

a number of studies designed to dissociate these two forms of

control in the same aiming movement.

In the third section of this article, we turn our attention to motor

learning and the development of optimal limb control. In particular

we describe how our new theoretical position can reconcile com-

peting explanations of the specificity-of-learning phenomenon. We

speculate about the impact of specific types of practice on move-

ment planning, continuous control, and discrete control. Our con-

tention is that the specificity-of-learning phenomenon depends on

both impulse and limb–target control. We posit that motor learning

findings consistent with a representational view of specificity of

learning are associated with impulse control, whereas a procedural

account of specificity of learning best describes the changes that

occur in limb–target control. We also speculate that some of the

same transitions in limb control associated with motor learning

may also occur in normal motor development.

Finally, we draw on research conducted with several special

populations to highlight how the breakdown of specific control

processes leads to perceptual-motor slowing or inaccuracy in limb

control. In this section, we demonstrate how the hypothesized

visual–motor processes associated with our new model of limb

control can help one understand various unique patterns of subop-

timal performance. As well, we reflect on how specific movement

pathologies can be used as a model for understanding typical limb

control.

Our overall approach is to extend upon Elliott et al.’s (2001)

Psychological Bulletin article, which provided an overview of the

developments in the two-component model through the 20th cen-

tury. In keeping with Woodworth’s (1899) influential contribution,

we continue to hold that there are two primary phases to most

aiming movements (see Elliott et al., 2001). However, in this

review we draw on research conducted over the last decade to

show how the nature of the first phase (i.e., the initial impulse)

depends on several processes related to prior planning and the state

of the system (cf. Elliott et al., 2001). These processes and states

include the development of the initial action plan, noise and

expected noise in the neural-motor system, and the online evalu-

ation of both efferent and afferent information against motor and

sensory representations of what was expected at the time of move-

ment planning. Thus, whereas there may be only two components

to a goal-directed aiming movement (Elliott et al., 2001; Wood-

worth, 1899), recent work shows that a number of interrelated and

complementary limb control processes contribute to what Wood-

worth termed the “initial adjustment” (i.e., impulse control). The

effectiveness of early error-reducing processes impacts both the

need for and the type of late “current control” (Woodworth, 1899;

i.e., limb–target control).

The Two-Component Model Then and Now

Woodworth’s Original Formulation

Woodworth (1899) based his two-component model on the

outcome of a series of experiments that involved timed aiming

movements in one dimension. Participants made sliding move-

ments on paper with a pencil between two lines, a fixed distance

apart. The paper was secured to a drum that rotated at a constant

velocity. Thus the procedure provided both a record of endpoint

aiming error and a time-based record to the entire movement.

Participants were required to keep pace with a metronome. This

method allowed Woodworth to vary movement time. In order for

him to evaluate the contribution of visual feedback to movement

accuracy, the protocol involved participants performing these aim-

ing movements with their eyes open and closed.

Woodworth (1899) found that the initial phase of most aiming

movements was rapid and relatively stereotyped. However, as the

pencil approached the target line, the movement slowed, and the

time-displacement profile often had discontinuities. These discon-

tinuities were taken to reflect modifications to the limb’s trajec-

tory. This latter part of the movement trajectory was also associ-

ated with greater trial-to-trial variability. These two distinct
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portions of the movement were termed the initial adjustment and

the current control phase, respectively.

In keeping with the idea that it takes time to process visual

feedback, Woodworth (1899) found that no current control phases

were observed in most rapid movements. As well, when the

metronome speed was high, there were no accuracy differences

between eyes-open and eyes-closed conditions, indicating that it

was visual feedback processing during the current control phase

that determined movement accuracy. In accordance with eyes-

open and eyes-closed differences in movement accuracy, Wood-

worth estimated the visual processing time to be approximately

450 ms. However, because he used reciprocal aiming movements,

the durations of individual aiming attempts included not only the

time spent moving toward the target but also the time spent

reversing the movement. Thus the corrected visual processing time

in this study is probably closer to 225 ms (Carlton, 1992). This

latter time is consistent with an estimate made almost 70 years

later by Keele and Posner (1968) using a discrete aiming proce-

dure.

Variations on the Two-Component Model

Building on work by Crossman and Goodeve (1983) in the early

1960s, Keele (1968) presented a framework for understanding

speed–accuracy relations in goal-directed aiming that came to be

known as the iterative correction model. The model formalized

Woodworth’s (1899) ideas about the “initial adjustment” with the

concept of a motor program defined by Keele as “a set of muscle

commands that are structured before a movement sequence begins,

and that allow the entire sequence to be carried out uninfluenced

by peripheral feedback” (Keele, 1968, p. 387).

Keele’s (1968) theoretical goal was to provide a process-based

explanation of Fitts’s Law (Fitts, 1954; Fitts & Peterson, 1964).

Fitts’s Law was, and continues to be, a powerful description of

the relationship between movement time and the accuracy re-

quirements for both discrete (Fitts & Peterson, 1964) and re-

ciprocal (Fitts, 1954) goal-directed aiming movements. The

Fitts equation is

Movement Time ! a ! b [log2(2A/W)],

where A equals movement amplitude, W equals target width, and

a and b are empirically derived constants that depend on the

characteristics of the performer and the specific task environment.

Like Woodworth (1899), Keele (1968) proposed that the initial

portion of an aiming movement was programmed and thus con-

tinued uncorrected until there was time for visual and propriocep-

tive feedback loops to operate. In line with his own empirical

estimate of visual processing time (Keele & Posner, 1968), Keele

proposed that movements unfold for approximately 200 ms, after

which a second motor program is engaged to correct error asso-

ciated with execution of the first program. This process of inter-

mittent error correction continues until the final target position is

achieved. The idea was that when accuracy constraints are high

(e.g., large amplitude movements to very small targets; see Fitts,

1954), multiple corrective programs would be required. This sit-

uation would result in long movement times. When accuracy

demands were low, movement times would be shorter because

fewer or, in the extreme case, no corrections are required. Consis-

tent with Woodworth’s ideas, limb control involved both open-

and closed-loop contributions. However, high index-of-difficulty

movements involved multiple rather than a single corrective pro-

cess. As well, in the iterative correction model, each corrective

submovement was said to be ballistic in nature rather than a

homing movement that is continually driven by visual feedback.

More in line with the two-component model of limb control was

the single-correction model forwarded by Beggs and Howarth

(1970, 1972) in the early 1970s. Similar to Woodworth’s (1899),

this model posited a single corrective process. However, the major

constraint was the time required for the single correction to be

realized. The single correction was thought to occur at a fixed

interval before the end of the movement. From their empirical

work, Beggs and Howarth (1972) estimated this time to be ap-

proximately 290 ms. The idea was that if more time was taken to

perform the aiming movement (i.e., longer movement times), then

the limb would be closer to the target when the single correction

occurred. Corrections occurring in spatial proximity to the target

would be more precise, thus explaining the relationship between

movement speed and endpoint accuracy.

Although both the iterative correction model and the single-

correction model were influential for a number of years after their

publication, the increased access of movement scientists to high-

speed digitizing and optoelectric systems soon made it apparent

that actual aiming trajectories were not fully consistent with the

idea of either multiple ballistic corrections throughout the trajec-

tory or a single correction at some fixed interval prior to movement

termination. In fact, the nature of the discontinuities in velocity

and acceleration profiles near the spatial termination of typical

aiming movements most resembled the type of control associated

with Woodworth’s (1899) two-component model (e.g., Chua &

Elliott, 1993). Although even Keele (1981) acknowledged the

shortcomings associated with the iterative correction model, the

model did set the stage for an influential model of speed–accuracy

relationships introduced by Meyer et al. (1988) a number of years

later. Meyer et al.’s optimized submovement model was also based

on some interesting ideas about open-loop control first introduced

by Richard A. Schmidt and his students in the late 1970s (Schmidt,

Zelaznik, & Frank, 1978; Schmidt, Zelaznik, Hawkins, Frank, &

Quinn, 1979).

Unlike Woodworth’s (1899) dual-process model of limb con-

trol, Schmidt et al. (1978, 1979) suggested that the relationship

between movement speed and movement accuracy was indepen-

dent of feedback utilization for error reduction. The notion was

that fast movements, or movements of a greater amplitude, re-

quired greater muscular force than slower, smaller amplitude

movements. In the manner of Weber’s Law in psychophysics,

Schmidt et al. (1979) proposed that variability in force production

would increase proportionally with the absolute magnitude of the

forces required to accelerate and decelerate the limb. Thus more

trial-to-trial force variability would result in greater spatial vari-

ability in the movement endpoint or, in other words, a greater

effective target width (i.e., variable error in movement amplitude).

Although Wallace and Newell (1983) demonstrated that the abso-

lute force requirements of a movement were the main determinant

of endpoint consistency when vision was not available, it is also

the case that with vision the relationship between force and end-

point error begins to break down for movement times of more than

200 ms (Schmidt et al., 1979). Presumably this outcome occurs
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because visual feedback for error reduction begins to have an

impact on movements of this duration.

For the last 20 years, the optimized submovement model (Meyer

et al., 1988) has been the most influential explanation of Fitts’s

Law. The model combines elements of both the iterative correction

model (Keele, 1968) and Schmidt et al.’s (1979) impulse variabil-

ity model of limb control. The optimized submovement model

holds that inherent noise in the motor system affects movement

execution and therefore the variability of primary movement end-

points. Because noise has stochastic properties, there will be a

normal distribution of primary movement endpoints centered at the

middle of the target when a performer attempts to produce the

same target aiming movement over a series of trials. The spread of

this distribution increases with the force requirements of the pri-

mary movement. Fast movements require more force than slow

movements of the same amplitude. Therefore the standard devia-

tion of movement endpoints (i.e., effective target width) will be

greater for fast movements than slow movements.

When preparing goal-directed aiming movements, the performer

must strike a compromise between fast (forceful) movements that

are associated with greater endpoint variability and movements

that are, on average, more precise but take a longer time to

complete. For a given movement amplitude, the exact compromise

will depend on the size of the target. This dependency occurs

because for fast movements to small targets, the majority of the

primary movement endpoints would fall outside the target bound-

aries. Thus a corrective submovement will be needed to achieve

the target area. Corrective submovements take time to complete

and add to the overall movement time. As the name of the model

suggests, the performer selects a movement time goal that opti-

mizes the speed of the primary movement such that a reasonable

proportion of trials will not require a time-consuming correction.

However, corrections are unavoidable over a number of trials

because of the stochastic properties of neural-motor noise. More-

over, because endpoints of corrective submovements are also

normally distributed, there will be some trials in which they must

be corrected as well. That said, if movements are prepared opti-

mally, the proportion of such trials should be quite small (Meyer,

Smith, Kornblum, Abrams, & Wright, 1990).

Empirical Ground Work for a Multiple-Process Model

Optimal Outcomes Revisited

The model of Meyer et al. (1988) does an excellent job of

explaining the relationship between movement time and the accu-

racy constraints associated with movement amplitude and target

size in goal-directed aiming (i.e., Fitts’s Law). However, at least

one tenet of the optimized submovement model is not consistent

with kinematic data acquired in a number of target-aiming studies

in which the limb must physically move between two positions in

space (e.g., Chua & Elliott, 1993; Elliott, Hansen, Mendoza, &

Tremblay, 2004; Engelbrecht, Berthier, & O’Sullivan, 2003). That

is, the center of the endpoint distribution of primary movements is

seldom the middle of the target. Rather, the primary movement

generally undershoots the target with a very low proportion of

target overshoots. As well, Worringham (1991) has shown that

undershooting happens to a greater extent for rapid, large ampli-

tude movements with greater endpoint variability. This scaling of

primary movement endpoints to movement amplitude, speed, and

variability was found for both three-dimensional aiming move-

ments and one-dimensional wrist movements.

Elliott et al. (2004) suggested that general undershooting occurs

because not all errors are equal. Specifically, target overshoots are

more costly than target undershoots because to correct a target

overshoot, the limb must travel further and also overcome the

inertia of a zero velocity situation at the point of reversal. Thus,

although target hits are obviously ideal, overshoots are more costly

than undershoots because they require more time and energy to

correct (Elliott, Hansen, & Grierson, 2009; Elliott et al., 2004). It

is also the case that for many real-world reaching tasks, there are

safety and other advantages associated with undershooting. For

example, when reaching for a pot on the stove, it is better for the

limb to initially undershoot the pot handle than end up in hot water.

Indeed, there are many situations in which overshooting can lead

to spilling or a severe hand injury.

In a study designed to examine the impact of practice on target

undershooting, Elliott et al. (2004) demonstrated that central ten-

dency of the primary movement distributions was tied to the

variability of those distributions. Early in practice (i.e., Day 1),

participants undershot the center of the target to a greater extent

than later in practice (i.e., Day 4). This outcome occurred because

early in practice there was more trial-to-trial variability in primary

movement endpoints. As participants became more proficient at

the aiming, movement variability decreased, and thus they were

able to prepare initial submovements that came closer to the center

of the target. This shift in central tendency following practice was

also reported by Pratt and Abrams (1996) and Khan, Franks, and

Goodman (1998). In the Elliott et al. study, what remained un-

changed was the small percentage of target overshoots that needed

correction by a reversal in movement direction. These percentages

remained approximately constant at less than 10% (see Figure 1).

Thus, although the mean of the distribution and the near tail of the

distribution moved toward the center of the target with practice,

the far tail of the distribution was invariant. Presumably this

outcome occurred because participants were unwilling to accept an

overshoot rate of greater than 10%. These findings were funda-

mental in formulating a model of speed and energy optimization

(Elliott et al., 2004), which posited that the degree of undershoot-

ing of the primary submovement depends on the temporal and

energy costs associated with target overshooting.

To examine this aspect of the model, Lyons, Hansen, Hurding,

and Elliott (2006) had participants perform rapid aiming move-

ments from a central home position to one of two targets. In one

situation, the target-aiming apparatus was placed flat on a tabletop

so that the movements were made either away from or toward the

body. In a second situation, the apparatus was positioned vertically

so that aiming movements of the same distance were made either

up or down. Lyons et al. predicted undershooting with the primary

submovement in all situations. As well, they expected greater

undershooting for downward aiming movements. Consistent with

the model, this outcome is exactly what they found. The idea is

that when aiming downward, overshooting the target position with

the primary submovement is more costly (i.e., even more so than

for a horizontal movement). This outcome occurs because the

corrective submovement is made against gravity, and that type of

correction requires more time and energy depending partly on the

mass of the limb. Also consistent with the Elliott et al. optimiza-
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tion of speed and energy model was the finding that the degree of

undershooting in the four directions was scaled to the within-

participant spatial variability in primary movement endpoints (see

Figure 2; see also Worringham, 1991). Once again, the idea is that

for a given aiming task, the performer must discover a distribution

of primary movement endpoints that minimizes the proportion of

aiming trials that overshoot the far target boundary.1

As mentioned earlier, Elliott et al. (2004) and others (e.g., Khan

et al., 1998) had found that, with practice, there is a decrease in the

standard deviation of the primary movement endpoints. This de-

crease in variability allows the performer to “sneak up” on the

target as learning progresses without increasing the proportion of

primary movement overshoots. The question is, how is this reduc-

tion in endpoint variability achieved? One possibility is that, with

practice, the performer becomes more precise at specifying the

magnitude and duration of the muscular forces required to accel-

erate and decelerate the limb (Khan et al., 1998). The improvement

in the precision of force generation certainly seems to occur when

response-produced feedback is available. For example, in their

2004 work, Elliott et al. found that participants made trial-to-trial

adjustments to their aims such that primary submovement error on

trial N was a robust predictor of error on trial N ! 1 (see also

Cheng, Luis, & Tremblay, 2008). Specifically, two consecutive

undershoots occurred only rarely, and two overshoots in a row

never occurred. The idea is that the performer uses information

from the previous trial to make the force–time adjustments neces-

sary to reduce error. These sorts of trial-to-trial changes in behav-

ior also occur in serial reaction time tasks as participants attempt

to discover how fast they can respond without making an error

(e.g., Rabbitt, 1981; for a neural account of changes in strategic

behavior, see Bogacz, Wagenmakers, Forstmann, & Nieuwenhuis,

2010).

Although more precise movement planning accounts for some

of the reduction in aiming variability with practice, other processes

are also involved. For a number of years, it has been clear that the

primary submovement (i.e., the so-called ballistic component) is

not as predetermined as previously thought. In the next section of

this article, we review the evidence for early, continuous online

control before presenting a model of goal-directed aiming that has

as its main feature two distinct types of feedback-based regulation

(i.e., impulse control and limb–target control).

Early Online Control

Since the influential work of Keele and Posner (1968), a number

of other investigators have found that visual feedback can be used

more rapidly than 190–260 ms. Estimates of visual processing

time ranged from 140 ms (Elliott & Allard, 1985) to less than 110

ms (Bard, Hay, & Fleury, 1985; Zelaznik, Hawkins, & Kisselbu-

1 Target undershooting occurs to an even greater extent when visual

feedback is eliminated or degraded during movement execution (e.g.,

Elliott & Lee, 1995). Surprisingly, even in tasks like foul and jump shot

shooting in basketball, where overshoot errors are preferable to undershoot

errors (i.e., because of the backboard), skilled performers tend to under-

shoot the target to a greater extent when vision of the target and limbs is

degraded during execution (Ferraz de Oliveira, Huys, Oudejans, van de

Langenberg, & Beek, 2007; Ferraz de Oliveira, Oudejans, & Beek, 2006).

Figure 1. The proportion of error-free trials in which the primary sub-

movement undershot, hit, and overshot the target. The mean proportions

are broken down by day of practice. Baseline (B) data were collected

without participants receiving movement time feedback. Each day, partic-

ipants received movement time feedback in order to improve their move-

ment time performance. In spite of a 25% reduction in movement time over

the 4 days of practice, participants exhibited a greater degree of accuracy

with their primary submovements. Although participants exhibited fewer

undershoots and more hits with practice, notice that the proportion of

overshoots remained approximately constant at less than 10%. Adapted

from “Learning to Optimize Speed, Accuracy, and Energy Expenditure: A

Framework for Understanding Speed–Accuracy Relations in Goal-

Directed Aiming,” by D. Elliott, S. Hansen, J. Mendoza, and L. Tremblay,

2004, Journal of Motor Behavior, 36, p. 347. Copyright 2004 by Heldref

Publications.

Figure 2. Amplitude of the primary submovement toward a 16-cm target

as a function of movement direction. The error bars represent within-

participant standard deviations of the primary movement endpoints. Al-

though there was generally undershooting in all four conditions, observe

that the undershooting was greatest for downward aiming movements in

which corrections must be made against gravity. Notice also that the degree

of undershooting in the four conditions scales approximately to the within-

participant variability of the primary movement endpoints. This strategy

would have the effect of keeping the number of overshoots reasonably

constant and to a minimum across all conditions. From “Optimizing Rapid

Aiming Behaviour: Movement Kinematics Depend on the Cost of Correc-

tive Modifications,” by J. Lyons, S. Hansen, S. Hurding, and D. Elliott,

2006, Experimental Brain Research, 174, p. 99. Copyright 2006 by

Springer-Verlag.
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rgh, 1983; see also Carlton, 1981, 1992). An important difference

between Keele and Posner’s protocol and experiments conducted

in the 1980s (e.g., Elliott & Allard, 1985; Zelaznik et al., 1983) is

that in the latter participants knew in advance whether vision

would be available on a given trial (i.e., blocked vs. random

manipulation of vision). This prior knowledge allowed participants

to prepare their movements differently.

Strategic differences between vision and no-vision trials are

often reflected in the kinematic characteristics of the movement

trajectory. For example, Hansen, Glazebrook, Anson, Weeks, and

Elliott (2006) demonstrated that when performers were cued in

advance about the specific target location for an upcoming trial

and that vision would be available, they exhibited asymmetric

velocity profiles in which more absolute and proportional time was

spent after peak velocity than before peak velocity. This type of

velocity profile is typically associated with the late utilization of

visual feedback for limb control (Elliott et al., 2001). When they

were uncertain about the upcoming target location or availability

of vision, the limb trajectory resembled aiming without vision.

Specifically, the movement trajectory was more symmetric. Also,

people took more time to prepare their movements under no-vision

conditions and in situations in which there was uncertainty about

whether vision would be eliminated on movement initiation (i.e.,

longer reaction time interval; Elliott & Allard, 1985; Hansen et al.,

2006). Thus it appears that movement planning and online visual

feedback utilization go hand in hand (cf. Whitwell, Lambert, &

Goodale, 2008).

It is interesting that with practice, under full vision conditions,

limb trajectories get faster and more asymmetric (Elliott, Chua,

Pollock, & Lyons, 1995; Khan & Franks, 2000). This improve-

ment occurs because the performer achieves higher peak velocities

earlier in the movement. This type of execution reflects an effec-

tive feedback-based strategy because it gets the limb closer to the

target in less time. For the same overall movement time, this

provides more time for feedback utilization with the limb in the

area of the target. Once again, the performer learns to optimize

movement speed to take full advantage of error-reducing online

processes. With practice, the performer gets better at using visual

response-associated feedback rapidly for limb control.

Adult performers show distinct accuracy advantages when

vision is available, even for very rapid movements, and these

advantages are often accompanied by a proportionally longer

deceleration phase. However, accuracy advantages associated

with vision are often independent of the number of disconti-

nuities in the latter part of the aiming trajectory (e.g., Elliott,

Binsted, & Heath, 1999; Elliott, Carson, Goodman, & Chua, 1991;

Meyer et al., 1988; cf. Khan & Franks, 2000). Moreover, in a

number of studies, Proteau and colleagues (e.g., Mackrous &

Proteau, 2007; Proteau, 2005; Proteau & Masson, 1997) have

reported that manipulating vision affects movement accuracy un-

der conditions in which discrete corrections to the trajectory are

either completely absent or not possible. In one compelling study,

Proteau and Masson (1997) had participants make computer-based

aiming movements in which a cursor was moved across a com-

puter screen to a small target. At movement initiation the experi-

menters sometimes introduced a perturbation to the background on

the computer screen. Specifically, texture elements on the com-

puter screen could begin to move either in the same direction as the

cursor or in the opposite direction. This perturbation creates a

misperception of the velocity of the cursor (see also Smeets &

Brenner, 1995; Whitney, Westwood, & Goodale, 2003). When the

background elements were moved in the opposite direction to the

cursor, participants perceived the cursor to be moving more rapidly

than had been planned, and they terminated their movement ear-

lier. The opposite was true when the background was moving in

the same direction as the cursor. Presumably, participants were

able to regulate the velocity of their movement to adjust for the

misperception associated with the moving background. In this

study, Proteau and Masson examined only where the primary

submovement ended, and thus the online regulation associated

with misperceived velocity occurred during the so-called ballistic

portion of limb control (i.e., impulse control).

Early online adjustments to movement direction have also been

reported. For example, using a virtual aiming setup in which a

small sphere represented the position of the fingertip, Saunders and

Knill (2003) were able to introduce small perturbations to the

position of the limb during the aiming movement. The perturba-

tions were perpendicular to the primary direction of the movement

(i.e., a directional perturbation), and they were introduced at either

25% or 50% of the overall movement extent. Even though partic-

ipants were unaware of the perturbation, they made smooth ad-

justments to their limb trajectories to compensate for the change in

finger position. Noticeable changes in the limb trajectories were

apparent after approximately 160 ms and occurred as early as 60%

of the movement extent. Thus for the perturbations introduced at

25% of the trajectory, a noticeable adjustment would typically

begin somewhere between peak velocity and peak deceleration,

long before the portion of the trajectory associated with late

discrete target control.

Cressman, Franks, Enns, and Chua (2006) found similar auto-

matic trajectory adjustments to changes in target position. In their

study, the adjustments occurred in as little as 150 ms and were

again unconscious. Unintentional shifts in the aiming trajectory

could not be elicited by a change in target color. This latter finding

is consistent with the notion that there are separate visual pathways

within the brain that are associated with object identification and

recognition and the visual control of movement (e.g., Milner &

Goodale, 1995).

In another series of experiments designed to examine rapid limb

control, Hansen, Elliott, and Tremblay (2007) used a prism either

to introduce or to remove a 25-diopter lateral displacement at, or

shortly after, movement onset. The introduction of the prism had

the effect of shifting the target and hand approximately 15° so that

visual feedback was inconsistent with what was expected. Under

these conditions, participants very rapidly adjusted their aiming

trajectories to conform to the new visual information. Once again

the adjustments to the limb trajectory were more continuous than

discrete, suggesting a graded feedback-based response to the un-

folding movement trajectory rather than the implementation of a

single corrective submovement (see also Cressman et al., 2006).

These sorts of graded adjustments to the primary submovement

following perturbations to perceived movement velocity (e.g.,

Proteau & Masson, 1997) and direction (e.g., Hansen et al., 2007;

Saunders & Knill, 2003) are consistent with the large reductions in

trial-to-trial spatial variability one normally sees between peak

deceleration and the end of the movement when full visual feed-

back is available (e.g., Hansen, Elliott, & Khan, 2008; Khan,

Elliott, Coull, Chua, & Lyons, 2002; Khan et al., 2003; see Khan
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et al., 2006, for a review). Moreover, they are consistent with the

finding that the provision of visual feedback, as early as peak

velocity, decreases endpoint aiming error and variability (e.g.,

Heath, 2005). Thus the initial impulse or primary submovement

does not appear to be as ballistic as previously thought (e.g., Elliott

et al., 2001; Meyer et al., 1988; Woodworth, 1899).

Internal Models and Impulse Control

Earlier in this article, we made the case that advance knowledge

about the afferent information that will be available during move-

ment execution is important for movement planning (Elliott &

Allard, 1985; Hansen et al., 2006; Zelaznik et al., 1983). If prior

information about feedback is not available, participants typically

prepare for the worst-case scenario (Hansen et al., 2006), or at least

plan a response that will minimize negative outcomes. However,

advance information is not only needed to specify a number of

parameters associated with the magnitude and timing of muscular

forces. Indeed, advance information is essential in order that the

performer has some idea of what to expect in terms of the sensory

consequences of the movement (von Holst, 1954). The notion is that,

at the time of movement planning, an efferent copy of the to-be-

performed movement, as well as a prediction about the expected

sensory consequences of the movement, is stored in the central

nervous system for later referencing (e.g., Evarts, 1973; Teuber &

Mishkin, 1954; von Holst, 1954).

In recent years, these representations of the forthcoming action

have been referred to as internal models. They are often called

forward models because they represent information about what is

expected to happen in the unfolding movement (e.g., Davidson &

Wolpert, 2005; Miall & Wolpert, 1996). The processing details of

specific forward models vary somewhat, but there are essentially

two processing avenues for these representations to influence

online control. One avenue is associated with the monitoring of

what goes out of the system. This monitoring process involves a

comparison of the efferent commands sent to the muscular appa-

ratus with the efferent copy maintained in the representation. If

output of the system (efferent commands) varies from the desired

or expected output (efferent copy), the central nervous system has

the information necessary to initiate early adjustments to the limb

trajectory through a completely feed-forward process. These ad-

justments are very rapid because they do not require the processing

of sensory feedback (e.g., Angel & Higgins, 1969).

The second avenue for online control involves a comparison of

early information from the movement (i.e., both visual and pro-

prioceptive feedback) with an internal representation of the ex-

pected sensory consequences of the movement. For instance, vi-

sual and proprioceptive information about limb direction (e.g.,

Hansen et al., 2007; Saunders & Knill, 2003) and velocity (e.g.,

Proteau & Masson, 1997) is compared with a representation of the

expected direction and velocity of the limb movement. Despite a

processing lag in the pickup of this sensory feedback, the sources

of sensory information important for this type of control are

available very early in the movement (i.e., long before the limb

approaches the target area). If the performer is fixating the target,

early visual feedback is acquired via peripheral vision. Peripheral

vision is adept at processing movement-related information from

the limb and movement environment (Paillard, 1980), and the

visual–motor system is even sensitive to this type of dynamic

information during a saccade (Desmurget et al., 1999; West,

Welsh, & Pratt, 2009). Once again, if there is a mismatch between

what is perceived and what is expected, then error reduction

processes are engaged well before the limb is moved to the vicinity

of the target. However, unlike the type of discrete target control

associated with the two-component model (Elliott et al., 2001;

Woodworth, 1899) and the optimized submovement model (Meyer

et al., 1988), this early form of online control depends heavily on

prior information about the availability of feedback. An individu-

al’s need for advance information occurs because the internal

model, upon which this type of regulation is based, involves

prediction about both motor output and the sensory consequences

of that output.

Consistent with evidence presented earlier, under similar task

conditions, movement planning on trial N ! 1 depends on the

outcome associated with trial N (Elliott et al., 2004; Ghez, Gordon,

Ghilardi, & Sainburg, 1995; Henderson, 1977). This dependency

occurs because the representation against which online efferent

and afferent information are evaluated changes from trial to trial,

with the last few trials (with feedback) being the most important

for the calibration of the internal model (Coslett, Buxbaum, &

Schwoebel, 2008; Medina, Jax, & Coslett, 2009). If the sensory

conditions remain unchanged, trial-to-trial adjustments to the in-

ternal model will be larger early in practice when the performer is

still trying to discover the general force–time parameters that

optimize speed, energy expenditure, and accuracy. The internal

model against which performance is evaluated will continue to be

refined as practice progresses. Because impulse control depends on

the efficacy of the internal model, its contribution to online control

will increase with practice.

Evidence for Impulse and Target Control

In a recent series of experiments, Grierson and colleagues

(Grierson & Elliott, 2008, 2009a, 2009b; Grierson, Gonzalez, &

Elliott, 2009) set out to test the hypothesis that there are two types

of visual online control associated with manual aiming move-

ments. Following Woodworth (1899; see also Elliott et al., 2001;

Meyer et al., 1988), they expected to find a discrete form of control

associated with an error reduction process based on the relative

spatial position of the limb and the target late in the movement. In

addition, it was hypothesized that there would be an earlier form of

control that depended on a comparison of the dynamic properties

of the unfolding limb movement to the expected sensory conse-

quences. Grierson and Elliott’s (2008, 2009a; see also Elliott et al.,

2009) research strategy involved the independent manipulation of

variables hypothesized to impact one or the other of these online

processes in the same experiment.

In their initial study, Grierson and Elliott (2009a) took advan-

tage of visual illusions that have been shown to impact perceived

limb velocity (Proteau & Masson, 1997) and the position of the

target (Glazebrook et al., 2005; Mendoza, Elliott, Meegan, Lyons,

& Welsh, 2006). Specifically, a moving background was intro-

duced at movement initiation to provide the illusion that the limb

was moving faster or slower than expected. This manipulation was

designed to create a mismatch between the perceived velocity of

the limb and the expected velocity of the limb and thus prompt an

early adjustment to limb velocity (see Proteau & Masson, 1997).

The Müller–Lyer illusion was used to influence the perceived
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position of the target and hence encourage a discrete correction

late in the movement. In line with Mendoza et al. (2006), a control

target figure was sometimes replaced by a tails-in or tails-out

Müller–Lyer figure at movement initiation. When the target is the

vertex of the intersecting lines, this configuration has the effect of

making the target appear nearer (tails in) or farther away (tails out).

After replicating the findings of Proteau and Masson (1997) and

Mendoza et al. (2006) in initial experiments, Grierson and Elliott

(2009a) orthogonally manipulated the background and the Müller–

Lyer endpoints in the same experiment. Thus participants prepared

a three-dimensional aiming movement to a control figure in the

presence of a stationary background. At movement initiation the

aiming context could stay the same, one of two background ma-

nipulations could be introduced (i.e., moving the same direction as

limb, moving the opposite direction to limb), one of two target

manipulations could be introduced (i.e., tails in, tails out), or both

a background and a target manipulation could occur.

In keeping with the notion that visual regulation based on limb

velocity and target position is associated with separate processes,

Grierson and Elliott (2009a) found that the two manipulations had

independent and additive effects on endpoint error. Target under-

shooting was greatest when the tails-in target condition was paired

with the background moving in the opposite direction to the limb.

Presumably, participants were terminating their movements earlier

because both the target appeared nearer and their limb velocities

were perceived to be greater than they expected. The opposite was

true for the tails-out, same-direction combination. The two illu-

sions had effects that offset each other in the other combinations.

Analyses of movement amplitude and spatial variability at differ-

ent points in the movement indicated that the moving background

manipulation influenced the limb trajectory earlier than the

Müller–Lyer perturbation. The early influence of the illusion on

the limb’s trajectory is consistent with the notion that the two

illusions affected early impulse and late limb–target control, re-

spectively.

In the second study of the series, Grierson and Elliott (2008)

introduced real, rather than illusory, perturbations of limb velocity

and target position. As with a number of other studies (e.g.,

Paulignan, MacKenzie, Marteniuk, & Jeannerod, 1991; Pélisson,

Prablanc, Goodale, & Jeannerod, 1986), the latter perturbation

involved shifting the target position at movement initiation. In this

experiment, target position was shifted either toward or away from

the home position (e.g., Heath, Hodges, Chua, & Elliott, 1998). A

change in limb velocity was introduced through the use of a stylus

rigged with an air compressor such that, shortly after movement

initiation, a burst of air was released to propel the limb either

forward or backward. Even though both perturbations had overall

impacts on aiming performance, which were not independent, of

greater importance was the finding that directional adjustments to

the limb trajectory following the two perturbations were consistent

with predictions. That is, performers adjusted their movement to

deal with the velocity perturbation first and made adjustments for

the target perturbation later in the movement. This second result

was similar to other findings involving a target perturbation (Han-

sen & Elliott, 2009; Heath et al., 1998). Overall, the results of this

experiment suggest that the corrective processes associated with

velocity control and position control begin earlier and later in the

movement trajectory, respectively. However, velocity control can

continue into the late portions of the movement and thus overlap in

time with position control.2

As with velocity, there is evidence that movement direction can

be amended quickly based on early dynamic information from the

limb. For example, Bard et al. (1985) reported that rapid punching

movements executed to move through target positions in left and

right space could be corrected in as little as 110 ms. In keeping

with the notion that the modulation of limb direction occurs early

in the trajectory, Bard et al. found that vision of the first 50% of the

movement was more important than vision of the last 50% (see

also Hansen, Cullen, & Elliott, 2005). This outcome is exactly the

opposite of what a number of investigators have found for ampli-

tude control (Carlton, 1981; Chua & Elliott, 1993), and together

these findings are consistent with the idea that direction and

amplitude are controlled independently (Gordon, Ghilardi & Ghez,

1994; Messier & Kalaska, 1997, 1999; Paillard & Amblard, 1985).

For example, Gordon et al. (1994) had participants aim, using a

computer mouse on a graphics tablet, at 16 targets. These targets

were positioned at eight locations, arranged in a circle formation,

and at two distances from the central home position (3.2 cm and

9.6 cm). One of the goals of the study was to explore whether

direction and extent (amplitude) are independent parameters of

movement. Principal component analyses of the resulting aiming

trajectories suggest that this is indeed the case. Specifically, vari-

able error in movement extent was shown to increase in a nonlin-

ear fashion as a function of target distance, whereas variable error

in direction remained relatively constant. This result suggests a

certain degree of independence of movement extent from move-

ment direction, a situation that the authors attributed to an inde-

pendent and separate planning of these parameters during the

construction of the movement program. One consequence of this

independence is the likelihood that the programming of amplitude

during the construction of the movement plan is subject to more

error than the specification of direction.

Additional evidence for the independence of amplitude and

direction control comes from Messier and Kalaska (1999), who,

using a similar radial pointing protocol, examined the relationship

2 When a limb movement is physically perturbed, there also appears to

be a very rapid adjustment to the perturbation (Grierson & Elliott, 2008;

Grierson et al., 2009). The adjustment is typically status maintaining in

nature but biased in the sense that if the participant knows the limb could

be pushed either forward or backward, the adjustment usually accommo-

dates the latter. Once again, it appears that the system is biased toward

preparing for and adjusting to worst-case scenarios. This type of online

control is very rapid because the system does not need to determine the

direction of the perturbation. It only needs to detect that a disruption to the

movement has occurred. Similar adjustment to limb acceleration can also

occur when the visual context for an aiming movement changes at move-

ment initiation (Grierson & Elliott, 2009a). Once again, although these

changes are not sensitive to the specific nature or direction of the visual

perturbation, they have the effect of reducing the impact of the worst-case

change in the task requirements. For example, when an illusory perturba-

tion was introduced to make the target appear nearer or further away, there

was a decrease in peak acceleration in both instances (Grierson & Elliott,

2009a, 2009b). This adaptation gives the system more time to process the

specific nature of the perceived change in target position. Again, the

adjustment is rapid because the system needs to determine only that a

change has occurred and not the nature of the change (see also Dugas &

Marteniuk, 1989).
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between specific kinematic markers and movement amplitude. The

results of the study suggest that endpoint distributions are not

completely determined by initial kinematics. Rather, the authors

suggest that both the direction and extent components of planar

aiming movements are determined in parallel as the movement

unfolds.

At least with respect to feedback utilization, it may be more

appropriate to make a distinction between control based on early

limb motion and late limb position relative to the target rather than

direction and amplitude. The motion versus position distinction is

more appropriate because the overall amplitude of the primary

submovement can also depend on early information about per-

ceived velocity (e.g., Proteau & Masson, 1997). The early limb

motion versus late limb position dichotomy also fits nicely with

the distinction between egocentric and allocentric frames of refer-

ence in the perception and action literature (e.g., Goodale &

Haffenden, 1998; Westwood & Goodale, 2003; cf. Glover, 2004).

Specifically, impulse control based on the absolute coordinates of

early limb motion is egocentric in the sense that it is based on an

internal, body-based representation of the expected visual conse-

quences of the limb’s movement, whereas late control depends on

the relative positions of the limb and the target (e.g., an object–

object or allocentric judgment). In this same context, Saunders and

Knill (2004) have shown that perturbations to both hand motion

and position impact aiming trajectories. As with the findings of

Grierson and Elliott (2008, 2009a), they found that motion pertur-

bations had an earlier impact on limb control than changes to hand

position. Adjustments based on the latter were apparent only late

in the movement when the hand entered central, foveal vision (i.e.,

target control).

Multiple-Process Model of Limb Control

In line with Woodworth (1899), our multiple-process model of

limb control holds that there are two identifiable components to

most goal-directed aiming movements. There is a planned com-

ponent that gets the limb to the target area, and when time permits,

there is a corrective portion of the movement that is engaged to

reduce any spatial discrepancy between the limb and target posi-

tion late in the movement. The effectiveness of this corrective

phase of the movement is dependent on vision of the target and the

limb. Although limb position can be approximated via efference

and proprioception, vision is typically the most useful source of

information (Carlton, 1981, 1992; Heath, 2005). Direct visual

information about the position of the target is also critical, because

memory-based representations of target position deteriorate very

rapidly once vision is eliminated (Elliott, 1988; Elliott, Calvert,

Jaeger, & Jones, 1990; Elliott & Madalena, 1987). In this context

it is appropriate to acknowledge that when the eyes are positioned

over the target, they also provide extraretinal information based on

their position and the efference associated with achieving that

position. However, this information is probably used only for limb

control when retinal information is degraded (Binsted & Elliott,

1999).

In contrast to Woodworth’s (1899) two-component model

(Elliott et al., 2001; Meyer et al., 1988), our multiple-process

model holds that the distance-covering phase of the movement

is not exclusively ballistic. Our notion is that when a performer is

told to move to a target position as quickly and accurately as

possible, the performer must determine how fast the movement can

be while still hitting the target. The first aiming attempts are

designed to determine the degree of variability associated with

particular movement velocities. In line with Meyer et al. (1988),

endpoint variability increases in a linear fashion with movement

velocity. Therefore, each performer must discover the optimal

compromise between movement velocity and endpoint variability

such that the limb is not positioned outside the target boundaries

on a large proportion of the trials. Recall that when the primary

submovement undershoots or overshoots the target, a time-

consuming corrective submovement is necessary.

Our multiple-process model of goal-directed aiming holds that,

over a number of trials, the performer adjusts the central tendency

of primary movement endpoints to scale to the endpoint variability

(Worringham, 1991). In contrast to the optimized submovement

model (Meyer et al., 1988), we posit that the system takes into

consideration the relative temporal and energy costs of under-

shooting and overshooting when making this determination (Elliott

et al., 2004; see also Sparrow & Newell, 1998). Overshooting will

almost always be more costly than undershooting because the

limb, or movement device, must travel a greater absolute distance

to achieve the target. It must also overcome a zero velocity

situation at the point of reversal. Thus the distribution of primary

submovement endpoints will generally be centered short of the

target (Engelbrecht et al., 2003; Pratt & Abrams, 1996). The

degree of undershooting will depend on variables such as the mass

of the effector and whether corrective submovements must be

made against gravity (Lyons et al., 2006). Only in artificial situ-

ations, in which less force is associated with greater movement

distance, will people consistently overshoot the target boundary on

the majority of trials. For example, Oliveira, Elliott, and Goodman

(2005) constructed a device that used potential energy to assist

performers’ ballistic aiming movements such that muscular force

was required to reduce the amplitude of a targeting movement (i.e.,

more force translated to less distance). Although participants un-

dershot the target amplitude when unassisted, when using the

device, they overshot the target. In both assisted and unassisted

conditions, it took more than 75 aiming attempts to reduce this bias

to near zero. Thus energy conservation seems to be an important

determinant of central tendency even when movement time is not

an issue.

Both central tendency and variability are influenced by practice.

Following moderate practice in a typical aiming situation, the

performer establishes a consistent distribution of primary move-

ment endpoints that optimizes speed, accuracy, and energy expen-

diture (Elliott et al., 2009). Unless the target is extremely large, the

primary submovement will fall outside the target boundary on a

fixed proportion of trials. These errors occur because of the sto-

chastic properties associated with neural-motor noise in the sys-

tem. Target undershoots and the occasional overshoot need to be

corrected, and visual information acquired near the end of the

primary submovement provides the information necessary for this

corrective process to occur. Because people normally fixate the

target prior to manual aiming or, under conditions of uncertainty,

achieve the fixation shortly after the limb achieves peak acceler-

ation (see Starkes, Helsen, & Elliott, 2002, for a review), central

vision is responsible for this late corrective process that occurs as

the limb approaches the target (see Figure 3). The process involves

the system computing the difference between limb position and
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target position and reducing any spatial discrepancy with a discrete

corrective submovement. Submovements are reflected in discon-

tinuities in the velocity and acceleration profile (Khan et al., 2006;

Walker, Philbin, Worden, & Smelcer, 1997). With practice these

corrective submovements become faster and more efficient

(Abrams & Pratt, 1993). In this respect, they are no different from

the primary submovements the corrective submovements are de-

signed to correct.

For a given aiming situation, the performer must discover the

temporal and endpoint characteristics of a set of aiming trajectories

that, on average, optimize speed, accuracy, and energy expenditure

(Todorov, 2004; Trommershäuser, Gepshtein, Maloney, Landy, &

Banks, 2005). However, once that set of trajectories is identified

and stabilized, there continues to be improvement in performance.

Specifically, participants are able to achieve the same spatial goal

with shorter and shorter movement times. One way that these

performance changes are achieved is through a reduction in the

degree of variability associated with primary submovement end-

points (Elliott et al., 2004; Khan et al., 1998; Worringham, 1991).

It is interesting that the decrease in endpoint variability occurs in

conjunction with an increase in the peak velocity of the limb (e.g.,

Elliott et al., 1995). This latter finding is at odds with the notion

that variability scales to the absolute force requirements of the

movement (e.g., Schmidt et al., 1979). So, how is this reduction in

variability achieved? Some of it may be due to more precise force

specification following extended practice. However, because this

reduction occurs to a greater extent when vision is available for

online control than when it is absent (e.g., Khan et al., 1998), our

model holds that some of the reduction in variability is due to

online control of the initial movement impulse (i.e., impulse con-

trol). That is, the visual–motor system recognizes any discrepancy

between what was intended and what was produced and, if time

permits, adjusts the characteristics of the early trajectory.

In keeping with the notion of internal forward models of limb

control (e.g., Miall & Wolpert, 1996; Wolpert & Flanagan, 2001),

we posit that at the time of movement planning both motor and

sensory representations of the expected consequences of the move-

ment are formed. The motor representation, which has been tradi-
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Figure 3. Hypothesized multiple processing events associated with a single goal-directed movement to a small

target for a movement of sufficient duration to engage both online dynamic impulse and target control processes.

This specific acceleration profile reflects a trajectory in which the primary submovement undershoots the target

and a second acceleration–deceleration is required to extend the amplitude of the movement.
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tionally referred to as an efferent copy (von Holst, 1954), provides

a reference against which early neural outflow can be compared

and, if necessary, corrected (e.g., Angel & Higgins, 1969). More

important from our perspective, an internal model of the expected

sensory consequences of the movement provides a reference

against which early visual and proprioceptive feedback can be

compared (e.g., Desmurget & Grafton, 2000). A number of studies

(e.g., Ghez et al., 1995; Grierson & Elliott, 2008, 2009a, 2009b;

Hansen et al., 2007; Proteau, Roujoula, & Messier, 2009) suggest

that early information about the velocity and direction of the limb

movement are important for this type of control. Impulse control is

more continuous in nature than limb–target control (Saunders &

Knill, 2003, 2004) and in this respect involves graded adjustments

to the muscular forces that accelerate or decelerate the limb. This

control system takes advantage of the sensitivity of the peripheral

retina for processing motion associated with the expected sensory

consequences of the movement (Paillard, 1980, 1996; Paillard &

Amblard, 1985).3

Because impulse control is based on a comparison of perceived

and expected efference and afference, it is extremely dependent on

advance information about the upcoming task requirements and

the sources of information that will be available (Hansen et al.,

2006). Thus, for example, the system does not prepare for the

visual sensory consequences of an action if at the time of move-

ment planning the performer is uncertain whether vision will be

eliminated upon movement initiation (e.g., Keele & Posner’s,

2006, random vs. Zelaznik et al.’s, 1983, blocked vision protocol).

When there is doubt about what afferent information is available,

performers prepare for the worst-case scenario. In the above ex-

ample, they would prepare a movement with the expectation that

vision will not be available. According to our model, this situation

precludes any possibility of early visual control. However, the

discrete system still takes advantage of the late information about

the position of the limb and target if that information is available

(Hansen et al., 2006).

In summary, there are at least three types of online regulation

possible when advance information is available about sensory

feedback. These include (a) early efferent control based on a

comparison of efferent copy to efferent outflow, (b) early and

continuing afferent control based on a comparison of the early

dynamic properties of the limb movement (visual and propriocep-

tive) to the expected sensory consequences, and (c) late visual

control based on a comparison of limb and target position as the

limb enters central vision. Of course these three online evaluation

and error reduction processes also have an impact on preparation

of the next movement. Thus with practice the internal model (both

motor and sensory) is refined from trial to trial so that for most

aiming attempts there will be less discrepancy between what was

expected and what was actually realized. Between-trial refinement

of the internal model will also depend on any type of explicit

feedback that may be available, such as knowledge of results about

movement time and aiming error (Elliott et al., 2004). Although

neural-motor noise will always exist, from both online and termi-

nal feedback, the motor system learns the optimal force–time

parameters for the muscular forces designed to achieve the specific

reaching or aiming goal on most attempts (even in the corrective

process; e.g., Meyer et al., 1988). In Figure 3, we present a

time-based schematic of how movement preparation and execution

processes might coincide with movement events during a single

aiming trial.

Implications for Motor Learning and Development

Every day a typical adult performs hundreds of reaching move-

ments to positions and objects that are less than a meter from the

midline. In spite of this fact, when appropriate feedback is pro-

vided about movement speed and accuracy, people can still make

tremendous improvements in performance. That is, they become

faster, more accurate, or both. For example, Elliott et al. (2004)

reported a 20%–25% reduction in movement time for a traditional

Fitts’s aiming task over 4 days of practice. Similar improvements

in performance have been demonstrated for aiming protocols in

which accuracy is the primary dependent variable (e.g., Khan et

al., 1998; Proteau, Marteniuk, Girouard, & Dugas, 1987). Al-

though the traditional wisdom has been that, with practice, people

progress from a closed-loop to an open-loop mode of control (e.g.,

Pew, 1966; Schmidt & McCabe, 1976), the empirical evidence

does not support this claim (Elliott & Jaeger, 1988; Khan et al.,

1998; Proteau et al., 1987; Proteau, Marteniuk, & Lévesque,

1992).

Specificity of Learning

Compelling evidence against the notion of a closed-loop to

open-loop transition with practice was provided by Proteau et al.

(1987). In their study, participants practiced a goal-directed aiming

movement for either 200 or 2,000 trials. Half the participants in

each of the two practice groups had full vision of their limb and the

target during aiming, whereas the other half were able to see only

the target. After practice, all participants were required to perform

in the target-only condition. Proteau et al. found that participants

with full vision actually became more dependent on feedback

rather than less dependent. Specifically, the performers who had

received 2,000 practice trials with vision were compromised to a

greater degree when vision was taken away than the participants

with only 200 practice trials. This outcome was exactly the oppo-

site of what one would expect if practice leads to the establishment

3 When people reach for a known location in space, they typically check

on the position of the hand and then fixate the target position several

hundred milliseconds before the movement begins (Starkes et al., 2002).

Under conditions of uncertainty, a central fixation point is selected, and the

eyes move rapidly to the target when it appears. Subsequently, the hand

follows the eye to the target. Helsen and colleagues (Helsen, Elliott,

Starkes, & Ricker, 1998; Helsen, Elliott, Starkes, & Ricker, 2000) have

demonstrated that the eye and hand movements are coordinated so that the

eye achieves the target position just after the hand achieves peak acceler-

ation. This pattern of synchronization is ideal for the two types of

feedback-based control associated with our multiple-process model of

speed–accuracy. Specifically, the eyes are over the target area and in a

position to provide foveal information about the relative positions of the

limb and the target long before the limb enters the target area. This

situation maximizes the opportunity for late discrete visual control (i.e.,

target control). With the eyes directly over the target area between limb

peak acceleration and target acquisition, the position of the eyes is also

optimal for the pickup of movement-related visual information about limb

velocity and direction (i.e., impulse control). These dynamic sources of

feedback are most reliably processed by peripheral vision.
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of a stable central representation or motor program to guide the

limb without a contribution from movement-based feedback (see

the Keele, 1968, definition of a motor program presented earlier;

see also Elliott & Jaeger, 1988). However, if the representation that

develops with practice involves expectations about sensory feed-

back that can be used for online control (e.g., Miall & Wolpert,

1996), the finding begins to make sense.

On the basis of such results, Proteau et al. (1987, 1992; see

Proteau, 1992) formulated the specificity-of-learning hypothesis

that held that learning is specific to the sensory conditions under

which a motor skill is acquired. For more complex motor skills

than manual aiming, the degree of specificity can also depend on

the salience of the afferent information that is available for the

particular task (e.g., Proteau, Tremblay, & DeJaeger, 1998; Trem-

blay & Proteau, 1998; see also Robin, Toussaint, Blandin, &

Proteau, 2005). However, for goal-directed aiming, other investi-

gators have found results very similar to those of Proteau et al.

(e.g., Elliott & Jaeger, 1988; Elliott et al., 1995; Khan et al., 1998).

Insight into the nature of the processes associated with these

specificity effects can be gained by examining movement kine-

matics and how they change as a function of practice.

With practice at manual aiming, participants begin to produce

trajectories in which higher peak velocities are achieved earlier in

the movement (Elliott et al., 1995; Elliott, Lyons, & Dyson, 1997;

Khan & Franks, 2000; Khan et al., 1998). This pattern of change

reflects the adoption of a strategy that gets the hand to the target

area as quickly as possible, leaving more real (and proportional)

time for late discrete target control (Elliott et al., 2001). Moreover,

late discrete control in the target area also becomes more efficient.

Specifically, individual corrective submovements take less time to

complete (Abrams & Pratt, 1993), and they are also more error

reducing (Khan et al., 1998). These changes with practice reflect

improved feedback-based processes late in the movement associ-

ated with reducing the discrepancy between the limb and target

position.

As mentioned earlier, with practice, there is also a reduction in

the variability associated with primary movement endpoints and an

associated switch in these endpoints from more extreme to mod-

erate undershooting (Elliott et al., 2004; Khan et al., 1998; Pratt &

Abrams, 1996). We propose that these changes reflect improved

feed-forward and early impulse control processes associated with

internal representations of the unfolding action. These processes

have their impact earlier in the movement and can therefore impact

late limb control as well. Specifically, they can lead to a reduction

in the need for late discrete control. This change in control is

evidenced by a reduction in the proportion of trials with corrective

submovements as practice progresses (Elliott et al., 1995; Khan et

al., 1998). As well, Hansen, Tremblay, and Elliott (2005) have

shown that, with practice, performers are able to reduce the spatial

variability associated with aiming movements earlier in the trajec-

tory.

Although prior information about the sensory information avail-

able during movement execution is important to the strategic

approaches designed to impact late discrete target control, it is

even more essential for impulse control (Hansen et al., 2006). This

reliance on prior information occurs because impulse control de-

pends on the performer establishing an internal model of the

to-be-performed action that includes expected sensory conse-

quences. If, for example, the performer is uncertain whether vision

will be available, the performer can reliably plan only the move-

ment to take advantage of proprioceptive feedback. Our multiple-

process model of limb control holds that differences in prior

knowledge about the availability of visual feedback during move-

ment execution can explain differences in the estimates of visual

processing time between random feedback (e.g., Keele & Posner,

1968) and blocked feedback (e.g., Zelaznik et al., 1983) schedules.

Specifically under blocked conditions, participants are certain

what feedback will be available, and the movement plan and

associated forward model are able to include the appropriate

expected sensory consequences. Under these conditions, early

visual control based on dynamic information about limb velocity

and direction is possible (i.e., impulse control). When faced with a

random feedback schedule, however, the internal model does not

include information about the expected visual consequences of the

limb movement and, when vision is available, only late discrete

control occurs (i.e., limb–target control). This type of late posi-

tional control takes more time to be realized (e.g., Grierson &

Elliott, 2009a, 2009b; Saunders & Knill, 2004), resulting in longer

estimates of visual processing time.

Representational and Procedural

Accounts of Specificity

During the 1990s, there was considerable theoretical debate

regarding the processes associated with specificity-of-learning ef-

fects in manual aiming. Most of this work was concerned with the

availability and use of visual feedback during practice. As de-

scribed in the previous section, Proteau et al. (1987, 1992) for-

warded a representational account in which practice led to the

development of modality-specific representations. Because these

representations provide the basis of future aiming attempts, a

change in afferent conditions under which these movements are

performed (e.g., the elimination of vision) leads to decrements in

performance.

In our multiple-process model of limb control, Proteau’s (1987,

1992) representational view of specificity is consistent with the

concept of impulse control that is based on a comparison of

perceived dynamic feedback and an internal model of the expected

sensory consequences. The nature and reliability of the internal

model or representation depends on the salience and usefulness of

the afferent information available during practice. If, for example,

vision is available during practice, the representation will have

essential visual–motor components. Any transfer of learning to a

retention situation will depend on the usefulness of these compo-

nents in the new afferent context.

In contrast to Proteau’s (1987, 1992) representational view,

Elliott et al. (1995, 1997) posited a procedural view of specificity

of learning. They proposed that the degree of positive transfer

between practice and retention conditions depended on the degree

of similarity between the information-processing procedures re-

quired to plan and then regulate the movement during execution.

Elliott et al.’s (1995) procedural explanation depended heavily on

the strategic approaches that participants adopted to maximize the

usefulness of the available information. So, for example, if vision

is available only for 400 ms, participants adopt a strategy of getting

to the target area very quickly so that they can take advantage of

visual feedback about the relative position of the limb and the

target late in the movement. If, during retention, vision is available
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for 600 ms, this basic procedure is still useful. However, it is

adjusted slightly over the first few retention trials to take advan-

tage of the extra 200 ms of vision (Elliott et al., 1995). However,

these procedures developed over practice would be ineffective if

vision was completely eliminated upon movement initiation. This

absence of transfer occurs because the aiming strategy and asso-

ciated information-processing procedures are based on optimizing

late visual control.

In retrospect, it seems our procedural view of specificity was

consistent with learning to take advantage of visual information for

late limb–target control, whereas Proteau’s (1987, 1992) represen-

tational view fits better with ideas about the role of internal

forward models in early dynamic control (i.e., impulse control). In

this respect, some of the apparent differences between findings that

were thought to be consistent with representational and procedural

accounts of specificity may have had more to do with methodology

than limb control processes per se. For example, in contrast to

Elliott and colleagues (e.g., Elliott et al., 1995; see also Khan et al.,

1998), Proteau and associates (e.g., Mackrous & Proteau, 2007;

Proteau et al., 2009) have traditionally used a very liberal criterion

to define the termination of an aiming movement (i.e., the parsing

procedure equates movement termination with the end of the

primary submovement). As a consequence, their work has consis-

tently demonstrated vision versus no-vision advantages that reflect

online control during the primary submovement or impulse (i.e.,

the movement was deemed finished before late discrete control

was possible). For Elliott and colleagues (e.g., Elliott et al., 1995)

and Khan and colleagues (e.g., Khan & Franks, 2000; Khan et al.,

1998), vision versus no-vision advantages also include the oppor-

tunity for late discrete control.

In summary, our multiple-process model of limb control appears

to be consistent with the motor learning literature associated with

specificity of practice. Certainly an important aspect of our model

(cf. Beggs & Howarth, 1970; Keele, 1968; Meyer et al., 1988;

Woodworth, 1899) is that it considers how limb control changes,

not only with practice but also with prior information about the

sensory and motor information that might be available during

movement execution.

Motor Development

Many of the same transitions in limb control that are associated

with motor learning may also occur in normal motor development.

For example, around 4 months of age, infants begin to display

successful reaching behavior that is characterized by a glut of

acceleration– deceleration discontinuities (von Hofsten, 1979),

high speed (Thelen, Corbetta, & Spencer, 1996; Wimmers, Sav-

elsbergh, Beek, & Hopkins, 1998), and a need to finish pro-

grammed submovements before beginning new ones (Savelsbergh,

von Hofsten, & Jonsson, 1997). However, although inefficient to

start, infants are known to display developmental periods of alter-

nating stable and variable trajectory control (e.g., Konczak,

Borutta, Topka, & Dichgans, 1995; Thelen et al., 1996) along their

way to producing more direct and accurate reaches (von Hofsten,

1991). What is important here is that early reaching variability may

be indicative of the uncertainty that infants are faced with when

trying to integrate newly improved muscle coordination (Konczak

et al., 1995) and anticipation processes into their movement con-

trol (Konczak & Dichgans, 1997; Kuhtz-Buschbeck, Stolze,

Jöhnk, Boczek-Funcke, & Illert, 1998).

Similar periods of variable, rapid goal-directed aiming control

appear in children at approximately 7 years of age (e.g., Hay, 1978,

1979; Van Braeckel, Butcher, Geuze, Stremmelaar, & Bourna,

2007; von Hofsten & Rösblad, 1988). Although the evidence

suggests that children have multiple processes available to them

prior to age 7 (Barral & Debû, 2002), it appears that, around this

age, they complete aiming movements in a feed-forward manner

but also begin to incorporate visual feedback-based forms of

control (Hay, 1978, 1979; von Hofsten & Rösblad, 1988). This

transition results in a temporary shift to longer movement times

without an immediate improvement in movement accuracy. More-

over, these children further develop their ability to adapt to per-

turbations to the movement environment (Van Braeckel et al.,

2007). Following the incorporation of these complementary pro-

cesses, more efficient limb control, under both open-loop and

closed-loop conditions, begins to emerge over the next 3 years

(Ferrel, Bard, & Fleury, 2001; Pellizzer & Hauert, 1996).

Although a number of explanations have been forwarded for

these qualitative changes in goal-directed behavior (e.g., Chicoine,

Lassonde, & Proteau, 1992; Van Braeckel et al., 2007), post hoc

interpretation of this developmental work is consistent with the

notion that in infancy, between 5 and 7 years of age, and also

between 7 and 10 years, children begin to develop, use, and refine

more elaborate internal models for limb control while also learning

how to identify movement error and stabilize movement outcomes

against various perturbations via feedback processes (Ferrel et al.,

2001; Hay, 1979; Konczak & Dichgans, 1997; Kuhtz-Buschbeck

et al., 1998; Thelen et al., 1996). In this context, a series of

developmental experiments using procedures similar to those of

Grierson and colleagues (Grierson & Elliott, 2008, 2009a, 2009b;

Grierson et al., 2009) that seek to isolate impulse control from

limb–target control could prove instructive.

Special Populations and Atypical

Visual–Motor Control

One way to gain insight into the processes associated with

goal-directed action is to examine the breakdown in precise limb

control due to pathology or normal aging. In turn, theoretical

models of speed–accuracy and goal-directed movement can help

one identify and, in some cases, develop instructional or environ-

mental interventions to temper the impact of an atypical

perceptual-motor system on performance (e.g., Cicchetti & Toth,

2009). Based on this logic, our research has been particularly

interested in perceptual-motor performance in adolescents and

young adults with Down syndrome, Williams syndrome, and au-

tism spectrum disorder. More recently, we have started to examine

the impact of normal aging on goal-directed reaching and aiming.

People associated with all these groups typically perform slower

movements, to achieve the same degree of accuracy, compared

with young adults from the general population. However, despite

similarities in overall speed and accuracy outcomes, kinematic

data indicate that reaching and aiming are compromised in these

groups for some very specific reasons. As we discuss next, the

types of difficulties are consistent with one or more aspects of our

multiple-process model of limb control.
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Down Syndrome and Williams Syndrome

Down syndrome and Williams syndrome are genetically based

disorders that produce a distinct constellation of anatomical, neu-

rophysiological, and cognitive characteristics (Bellugi, Lichten-

berger, Mills, Galaburda, & Korenberg, 1999; Elliott, 2005; Wang,

Doherty, Hesselink, & Bellugi, 1992). Thus, although children and

adults from both groups generally exhibit overall deficits in intel-

lectual functioning, each of the two syndromes is associated with

a specific set of cognitive and perceptual-motor strengths and

weaknesses when compared with other groups of people with and

without intellectual handicaps. For example, persons with Down

syndrome have difficulty performing precision goal-directed

movement with any degree of speed or efficiency.

The problem that adults with Down syndrome have in perform-

ing precision goal-directed movements is apparent in Figure 4,

where we have depicted representative acceleration profiles from

two simple aiming movements (Hodges, Cunningham, Lyons,

Kerr, & Elliott, 1995; see also Elliott, Welsh, Lyons, Hansen, &

Wu, 2006; Hansen, Sheahan, et al., 2005). The first thing to notice

is that the movement performed by the person with Down syn-

drome took twice as long to complete. This extended movement

time is partly because of a lower peak in the magnitude of accel-

eration, but the primary reason for the extra time is associated with

the multiple discontinuities in acceleration after peak velocity was

achieved. These discontinuities are usually thought to reflect

feedback-based corrections designed to reduce the degree of dis-

crepancy between the position of the limb and the target (i.e.,

limb–target control). Because these corrections are necessary, the

assumption is that the performers with Down syndrome have

problems with movement planning and feed-forward control. This

notion is consistent with data from a very different type of exper-

iment designed to examine the anticipatory awareness of self-

initiated movement.

In one of the early experiments designed to examine anticipa-

tory awareness of action, Libet, Gleason, Wright, and Pearl (1983)

had participants watch a small rotating clock hand. Their task was

to perform a voluntary wrist movement while watching the clock

and later report the position of the hand on the clock face when the

movement was made. It is interesting that the perception of the

movement initiation was 80–90 ms ahead of its actual execution

and coincided with neural activity in the premotor areas of the

brain associated with the movement planning process (i.e., rather

Figure 4. Representative acceleration profiles from an adult without (a) and with (b) Down syndrome. These

profiles are from a 13-cm one-dimensional computer aiming movements away from the body with full vision

(Welsh & Elliott, 2000). From “Preparation and Control of Goal-Directed Limb Movements in Persons With

Down Syndrome,” by T. N. Welsh and D. Elliott, in Perceptual-Motor Behavior in Down Syndrome (p. 61),

edited by D. J. Weeks, R. Chua, and D. Elliott, 2000, Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics. Copyright 2000 by

Human Kinetics Publishers. Reprinted with permission.
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than the muscular activity associated with movement execution).

The notion is that, for most people, the awareness of action is

linked to the generation of an internal representation for either the

action per se or the predicted sensory consequences of the upcom-

ing action. As outlined earlier, these representations of action and

their expected sensory consequences are often referred to as inter-

nal forward models (Kawato & Wolpert, 1998; Miall & Wolpert,

1996; Wolpert & Flanagan, 2001), and they are formed as part of

the movement preparation process. These internal models are

thought to be important for not only feed-forward motor control

but also rapid feedback-based control (see Elliott et al., 2009, for

a review). The latter occurs when there is a mismatch between the

actual and the expected sensory consequences of a movement. This

type of comparison is thought to underpin the very early control of

limb velocity (see Grierson & Elliott, 2008, 2009a) and limb

direction (Hansen et al., 2007) in the types of movements depicted

in Figure 4.

In the context of our multiple-process model, Obhi et al. (2007)

conducted a study similar to Libet et al.’s (1983) involving adults

with Down syndrome and found that they did not exhibit antici-

patory awareness. Their perception of a self-generated finger press

was 110 ms after the actual movement. The control participants

judged the movement to be 75 ms earlier than it really was. Obhi

et al. concluded that adults with Down syndrome were judging the

temporal onset of their movements based on proprioceptive and

visual feedback that resulted from the execution of the movement

rather than on the planning process (i.e., an internal forward

model).

This notion of adapted control is also consistent with findings by

Bunn, Roy, and Elliott (2007), who reported that children with Down

syndrome had greater difficulty pantomiming a movement than per-

forming concurrent imitation. This type of difficulty was apparent

regardless of the presentation mode (see also Bunn, Simon, Welsh,

Watson, & Elliott, 2002; Zoia, Pelamatti, & Rumiati, 2004). In

combination, such findings suggest that persons with Down syn-

drome have trouble forming a stable representation of the to-be-

performed action and are dependent on direct visual information

for performance. In terms of our model, the implication is that in

Down syndrome, forward-modeled, but not discrete feedback-

driven, online control is compromised.

Aiming movements in young adults with Williams syndrome

are even more compromised than those exhibited by persons with

Down syndrome of a similar chronological and mental age. For

example, Elliott et al. (2006) found that persons with Williams

syndrome had longer movement times and a greater number of

discontinuities in their aiming profiles than persons with either

Down syndrome or undifferentiated intellectual handicaps. Once

again, it appears that this group of people is compromised with

respect to feed-forward control and impulse control associated

with the expected sensory consequences of action. This problem

makes them very dependent on discrete target control, late in the

movement. This dissociation between intact limb–target control

and a compromised internal model for online impulse control is

consistent with the notion that these two control processes can

operate independently (Grierson & Elliott, 2008, 2009a, 2009b).

Although we have so far avoided any reference to the neural

correlates associated with impulse and limb–target control, it is

worth mentioning that the aiming behavior of young adults with

Williams syndrome is consistent with the hypothesis that these

people have a specific dorsal stream deficit (e.g., Atkinson et al.,

1997). This system represents space egocentrically and is thought

to play a major role in the visual–motor processing necessary for

real-time regulation of goal-directed movement (e.g., Milner &

Goodale, 1995). In the context of our model, this type of control

would involve a comparison of expected sensory consequences to

perceived sensory consequences.

Autism Spectrum Disorder

Autism is a developmental disorder that negatively impacts the

ability to form interpersonal relationships and develop effective

communication skills (Dawson & Toth, 2006; Szatmari, Tuff,

Finlayson, & Bartolucci, 1990). Autism spectrum disorder also

affects executive function and the way a person interacts with his

or her environment (Hill, 2004). These latter two difficulties

appear to extend to the organization and control of goal-directed

movement (Hughes, 1996).

Young adults with autism spectrum disorder who function

within the normal range of intelligence take up to 50% longer to

execute accuracy-constrained aiming movement than other adults

of the same age (Glazebrook, Elliott, & Lyons, 2006). Movement

time differences between the two groups are most pronounced

when the accuracy constraints of the aiming situation are high. It

is interesting, however, that the velocity and acceleration profiles

associated with their aiming movements look similar to those of

control participants from the general population. The profiles of

persons with autism are simply flatter and more elongated (i.e.,

they reach lower peak accelerations and deceleration but do so at

proportionally similar times in the movement). Aside from these

differences in the magnitude of acceleration and deceleration, our

analyses indicated that qualitative differences between the groups

existed in trial-to-trial spatial variability. Specifically, persons with

autism exhibited far greater trial-to-trial spatial variability at peak

acceleration than control participants (Glazebrook et al., 2006).

The larger spatial variability at peak acceleration was particularly

evident for higher index-of-difficulty movements (see Fitts, 1954).

However, differences in spatial variability between the groups

diminished between peak acceleration and peak velocity and then

again between peak velocity and peak deceleration. By movement

termination, persons with autism spectrum disorder were just as

spatially consistent as their same-age peers.

In contrast to those of persons with Down syndrome, the longer

movement times of young adults with autism were not related to

multiple discontinuities (i.e., discrete corrections) during deceler-

ation. In fact, their movement trajectories are consistent with a

form of smooth continuous control that has an impact on spatial

variability prior to peak velocity. Thus their overall slowness

reflects greater variability in the specification of the initial mus-

cular forces designed to propel the limb toward the target and/or

the timing of those forces (see Figure 5). The online control

processes associated with correcting force production error appear

to be uncompromised. That is, both impulse and limb–target

control are intact in this group and, if anything, are more important

for endpoint accuracy because of increased neural-motor noise

associated with movement execution. In keeping with our model,

the working hypothesis is that persons with autism chose to make

less forceful (i.e., slower) movements in order to temper the impact

of a noisy movement production system (i.e., variability specifi-
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cation and production of muscular force; see Figure 3). However,

even with slower movements, more time is still required for online

control. As an aside, it is probably worth noting that persons with

autism have been shown to exhibit the same pattern of anticipatory

awareness as other adults when performing a Libet et al. (1983)–

type task (Glazebrook, Elliott, & Lyons, 2008; cf. Down syn-

drome). In line with our earlier reasoning, this would indicate that

these people are quite capable of forming a stable internal repre-

sentation of the to-be-performed action at the time of movement

planning.4

Normal Aging

Along with the other physical, sensory, and cognitive changes

that take place with age (Salthouse, 2009), there is a progressive

deterioration in the speed at which goal-directed actions are per-

formed (e.g., Rabbitt, 1979; Salthouse, 1979). The majority of the

additional time to complete accuracy-constrained aiming move-

ments is associated with the time after peak velocity, and typically

the time between peak deceleration and the end of the movement

(Cooke, Brown, & Cunningham, 1989; Darling, Cooke, & Brown,

1989; Goggin & Stelmach, 1990; Welsh, Higgins, & Elliott, 2007).

This latter portion of the trajectory is usually associated with target

control (Carlton, 1992; Chua & Elliott, 1993). The idea that older

adults spend more time in late feedback-based regulation is con-

sistent with the finding that, on average, their primary submove-

ments undershoot the target to a greater degree than the primary

submovements of young adults (Ketcham, Seidler, Van Gemmert,

& Stelmach, 2002; Pratt, Chasteen, & Abrams, 1994; cf. Welsh et

al., 2007). Older adults also exhibit a greater number of corrective

submovements near the end of the movement than young adults

(Lyons, Elliott, Swanson, & Chua, 1996). Teeken et al. (1996)

have also revealed evidence of an age-related decline of the ability

of individuals to process online sensory feedback and produce

movement corrections, especially when completing discrete rather

than reciprocal aiming tasks. In other words, the age-related de-

cline might be caused by the delays in detecting the movement

error through sensory feedback, determining a movement correc-

tion, and then producing the correction through a physiological

system that is degenerating.

Although it has been suggested that older people are more

dependent on feedback-based control because of deterioration in

their ability to produce reliable muscular forces (Galganski, Fugl-

evand, & Enoka, 1993), this hypothesis is inconsistent with kine-

matic data indicating that older performers exhibit no more tem-

poral or spatial variability during the early portions of their aiming

trajectories than young performers (e.g., Welsh et al., 2007; see

Figure 6). It seems more likely that older adults learn to adopt a

play-it-safe strategy at the preplanning stage of movement (see

Figure 3). A cautious strategic approach to limb control minimizes

temporal and energy costs associated with overshooting errors.

The aiming trajectories of older adults may reflect an adaptive

strategy that permeates a number of perceptual-motor activities,

because there are often greater safety implications associated with

target overshooting than undershooting in many everyday situa-

tions (e.g., Rabbitt, 1981; Salthouse, 1979). That is, older adults

are generally more concerned with accuracy than speed and adopt

reaching strategies that are designed to minimize energy-costly

errors as well as those often associated with accident or injury

(e.g., Folkard, 2008). Research involving the examination of trial-

to-trial changes in aiming behavior, under conditions in which the

costs and benefits associated with different types of error are

manipulated, needs to be conducted to test this hypothesis.

Summary

The special-populations section of this article was not meant to

be exhaustive. Rather our goal was to demonstrate that the

perceptual-motor slowing, found in a number of special popula-

tions, occurs for very different reasons. In the context of our

multiple-process model, we chose to examine three groups that

exhibit unique movement trajectories compared with young

healthy adults. In this way, we were able to highlight the impor-

tance of neural-motor noise (e.g., autism), feed-forward and early

dynamic control (e.g., Down and Williams syndrome) and late,

strategic control (e.g., normal aging) in precision aiming. We

believe our model has the potential to provide a theoretical frame-

work for examining movement pathology in these and other spe-

cial populations. One strength of the multiple-process model is that

4 Although persons with autism appear able to form viable internal

representations of their own self-generated actions for feed-forward and

online control, there is a growing body of evidence to indicate that they

may not be able to form similar internal models of action by observing the

behavior of others (e.g., Welsh, Ray, Weeks, Dewey, & Elliott, 2009). It

has been suggested that this problem is related to dysfunction of the mirror

neuron system (e.g., Iacoboni & Dapretto, 2006).

Figure 5. Trial-to-trial within-participant standard deviation in displace-

ment in the primary direction of the movement at peak acceleration (PA),

peak velocity (PV), peak deceleration (PD), and end of the movement

(END) for young adults with and without autism spectrum disorder. The

target was 32 cm from the home position and 2 cm in diameter. Note that,

on average, participants with autism took 440 ms to complete movements

of this difficulty, whereas participants without autism took 265 ms.

Adapted from “A Kinematic Analysis of How Young Adults With and

Without Autism Plan and Control Goal-Directed Movements,” by C. M.

Glazebrook, D. Elliott, and J. Lyons, 2006, Motor Control, 10, p. 258.

Copyright 2006 by Human Kinetics Publishers.
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it deals not only with single-trial performance but also with how

performance changes from trial to trial and following extended

practice. The impact of practice on performance is of obvious

importance in the context of education and rehabilitation of per-

sons with special needs. It is our contention that a process-oriented

model of limb control, such as the multiple-process model, could

provide insights into what type of practice will be of most benefit

to particular groups.

Summary and Conclusions

People typically organize their reaching and aiming movements

to achieve the precision dictated by the task demands, while

optimizing movement speed and energy efficiency. When faced

with unexpected changes to the task demands, they are usually

quite adept at adjusting their movement trajectories to accommo-

date the new environmental constraints. In this article, we pre-

sented a multiple-process model of limb control that attempts to

capture the efficiency and flexibility of goal-directed reaching and

aiming. The model builds on Woodworth’s (1899) two-component

description of limb control and its 20th-century variants (Elliott et

al., 2001; Meyer et al., 1988).

Our multiple-process model of limb control incorporates ideas

from engineering and neuroscience about forward modeling in

movement preparation and execution with models of limb control

from the psychological literature developed to explain Fitts’s law

(e.g., Meyer et al., 1988). In this respect, although the individual

components of our model are not new, our model combines aspects

to two motor control literatures that have evolved in parallel

without a great deal of cross talk. Our specific formulation relies

heavily on recent work (e.g., Grierson & Elliott, 2009a) that has

been successful in dissociating online control of the initial move-

ment impulse (e.g., Proteau & Masson, 1997) from late feedback-

based control in situations that involve minimizing the discrepancy

between limb and target position late in the movement (e.g., Meyer

et al., 1988).

Our multiple-process model of limb control requires one to

understand not only the nature of individual limb trajectories but

also how spatial-central tendency and variability, and associated

representation for limb control, unfold over a series of trials and

more extended practice (Elliott et al., 2004; Worringham, 1991). In

this context, the model helps one understand various aspects of

motor learning, including specificity of learning in goal-directed

aiming (e.g., Proteau et al., 1987, 1992). Additionally, we propose

that the model can be used to isolate the breakdown in precision

reaching and aiming due to pathology (Elliott & Bunn, 2004) and

normal aging (Pratt et al., 1994).

To make the presentation of our model more manageable, we

deliberately avoided delving into the neural correlates of the limb

control processes we describe. The exclusion of these correlates

from the review does not mean that a neurophysiological literature

in this area does not exist. On the contrary, there is evidence from

patients with discrete lesions, studies employing brain imaging and

stimulation techniques, as well as behavioral protocols, which

have sought to identify the neural systems associated with feed-

forward- and feedback-based limb control. For example, recent

functional MRI studies by Bogacz et al. (2010) have linked spe-

cific premotor and association areas of the cortex to strategic

speed–accuracy trade-off decision making in goal-directed move-

ment. Other imaging, transcranial magnetic stimulation and patient

work has shown that the superior parietal areas of the brain are

involved in the comparison of the expected and perceived sensory

consequences of movement and could be important for rapid

online control (e.g., Coslett et al., 2008; Desmurget et al., 1999;

see also Glover, 2004; Milner & Goodale, 1995). In a similar vein,

we are currently conducting a series of transcranial magnetic

stimulation studies designed to dissociate the two types of visual

online control with direct perturbations to the associated neural

systems. As well, we continue to work with special populations

suffering from very specific limb control problems. As discussed

earlier, it is often the case that insights into typical perceptual-

motor function can be gleaned by examining the breakdown of

precision behavior due to pathology or normal aging. It is our

intention to use the proposed multiple-process model to guide our

experimentation and hence further understanding of the control

and learning of goal-directed action.
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